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Is

Elected

The annual meeting of the directors
and stockholders of "The Tripod,"
was
hefd
last
Saturday
after
the class day exercises. William
Bamersley resigned as treasurer of
the corporation and Paul M. Butterworth was elected. The matter of
publishing "The Tripod" once a week
instead of twice was taken up but decision was reserved. Frank Brainerd
was elected a director to take the
place of Irving Kenyon.
It wa.s voted that the matter of including a subscription to "The Tripod" with the annual dues of the
Alumni Association be brought before
the association, as there would be
a mutual advantage for both parties.
"Tripod" certificates were awarded
to the graduating members of the
board, who are Theron Ball Clement,
Kent Shirley Kirkby and Guy Maynard Baldwin.
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CLASS DAY HELD WITH SOME
MEMBERS ABSENT.
"T's" Awarded By President Luther.
The class of 1917 of Trinity College held its Class Day last Saturday.
Following the usual custom the exercises were held in front of Northam Towers with the seats for the
class and spectators arrang.ed in a
semicircle before the Class Day president's platform.
At 3 o'clock the
thirty odd seniors led by Walter
Bjorn, the college marshal, formed in
line and marched to their seats to the
time of a march by Colt's Band.
The events on the afternoon's program were for the most part of a
humorous nature, the oration alone,
with its charge to the members of the
class, containing a serious note.
William Wade Macrum, acting president, made the address of welcome.
The class history was omitted. Roger
Bole yn Ladd gave the class statistics. There was loud applause as he
named the most popular man in the
class, the man who had done most
for the college, for the class, and the
man who was most likely to succeed. Laughter greeted the names of
the class sport, the class baby, and
other statistics of a lighter nature.
After this came the more serious
business of the presentation of athletic awards and certificates. "T"
certificates were presented to the
men who won their letters during the
past year. A . T. A. certificates were
presented to men who had scored one
or more points in track, but had not
won their letters. The awards were
as follows:
Football-Captain Frederick Porter Woolley, 1917, Manager William
Wade Macrum, 1917, Myron Robinson Jackson, 1918, Seymour Scott
Jackson, 1920, Harry William Nordstrom, 1919, James Edwin Breslin,
1919, Allen Northey Jones, 1917,
Samuel Gardiner Jarvis, 1919, Edward Marshal Hyland, jr., 1919.
Baseball-Captain Edward F.rancis
Murray, 1918, Manager Charles Fenner Ives, 1918, Frederick Porter
Woolley, 1917, Harold Irving Kenney,
1919, Arthur Ernest Feldman, 1920,
Anthony Lewis Poto, 1918, Stanley
Howarth Leeke, 1919, Richard Ca~r
Buckley, 1919, Mlyron Marcellus Prescott, 1918.
Track-Captain Walter Bjorn, 1918,
Manager Sydney Dillingham Pinney,
1918, Melville Shulthiess, 1918, Mark
Cook Cassady, 1918, Arthur Morris
Goldstein, 1919, William Nordstrom,
1919, Francis Raymond Fox, 1920,
William Leone! Nelson, 1918, James
Pendleton Hahn, 1918, Frederick Paul
Easland, 1918.
A. T. A. certificates
were presented to Frederick Reed
Hoisington, jr., 1919, Gerald Buba.rd
Segur, 1919, Thomas Kelley James,
1918, and Samuel Gardiner Jarvis,
1919.
(Continued on page 7.)

COMMENCEMENT DAY
EXERCISES.
Four Honorary Degrees Conferred.
Allen N. Jones An Optimus.
A class of thirty-nine was graduated, including one Optimus, the eight eenth since the founding of the college and the first since 1911, at the
ninety-first commencement held last
Monday morning in · Alumni Hall.
The Optimus is the highest undergraduate scholastic honor conferred.
Five degrees were granted in absentia on account of the absence of the
men in military service. Four honorary degrees were conferred. Former United States Senator Morgan
G. Bulkeley of Hartford received the
honorary degree of doctor of laws.
Frank Bullen Gay, librarian of the
Watkinson library, received the honorary degree of M:aster of Arts.
Thomas Willing Balch of Philadelphia
received the honorary degree Doctor
of Letters and the honorary d~ree of
Doctor of Divinity was conferred upon,
in absentia, Rev. John Bakewell of
Oakland, Cal.
Announcement was made that three
Hartford students had been awarded
the Holland scholarships of $600 each
for the highest standing for the year
in each of the three lower classes.
Abraham Meyer Silverman was the
winner in the class of '1918, Evald
Lauritz Skau in the class of 1919, and
Caleb Alfred Harding in the class
of 1920.
The exercises opened with prayers
in the chapel at 9:30 o'clock and at
10 o'clock the commencement procession formed in front of Northam Towers. Headed by College Marshal W aL
ter Bjorn, who carried the class banner with the class motto, "For Love.
of Country," the procession wended
its way along the college walk in
front of Jarvis Hall to Alumni Hall.
Those 'in the procession were clad in
academic gowns and the proper insignia of their place in the academic
world.
The order of the commencement
procession was undergraduates in the
reverse order of classes, the corporation, the board of fellows, officers
of the alumni association, officers of
other college and public institutions,
state and city authorities, invited
guests, faculty of Trinity College
graduating class, alumni of Trinity
College and other colleges.
Alumni Hall was well filled with
alumni, parents and guests for the
exercises.
The decorations for the
senior promenade at night were already in place, and the ha11 was decorated in the college colors of blue
and gold.
Owing to the absence of five seniors in the military service it was
necessary to grant their degrees in
absentia. The men in Reserve Officers' training camps are John Blair
(Continued on page 8.)

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
MAY
HAVE SECRETARY.
Tributes to Doctors Hart and
Ferguson.
New Plan of Group Re-unions
Considered.
At the annual meeting of the Trinity College Alumni Association held
in Alumni Han last Saturday plans
for having a salaried secretary of the
association were discussed, resolutions in memory of the late Rev. Dr.
Samuel Hart and the late Rev. Dr.
Henry Ferguson were passed, officers for the ensuing year were elected
and a new plan of group reunions was
consid~red.

An alumnus, whose name was not
given, agreed to underwrite one-half
of the yearly salary of an alumni secretary, providing that the other members of the association furnish-ed the
remaining part. The creation of this
position was recommended by the
board of fellows in their report to the
Alumni Association. It was pointed
out that the need of an alumni secretary was a pressing one, especially
during the present war when it will
be a difficult matter for the college
authorities to keep records of Trinity
men who are seeing war servioo.
The following resolution, offered by
Rev. Edward S. Travers, '98, in memory of the late Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart,
was adopted:
"Whereas the Reverend Samuel
Hart was a trustee of the Pynchon
Fund from its institution to the time
of his death, and whereas, his wis~
judgment and unfailing interest was
largely responsible for the usefuln~s
of the fund. Be it resolved, that we,
the alumni of Trinity College feel
that this occasion dem.ands an expression of our l•o ve and deep appreciation of the service rendered to our
college by Samuel Hart. And be it
further resolved that this record ' be
spread upon the minutes of the Alumni Association and a copy be sent to
the members of the family of our
beloved associate."
The following resolution was offered by Rev. Dr. John• J. McCook, in
memory of the late Rev. Dr. Henry
Ferguson, and was adopted by the association.
Henry Ferguson was born in Stamford, Conn., in 1848; he died in Hartford, March 30, 1917.
He was in Trinity College as an
undergraduate from 1864-1868. He
received from Trinity in due course
the degrees of A. B. and A. M., and
in 1875 the honorary degree of LL. D.
After eleven years of parish work
he became in 1883 professor of history and political science, resigning
in 1906 to become rector of St Paul's
School, Concord, N. B., where he remained for five years, returning to
Hartford in 1911 and there residing
until his death.

2K. A. LODGE BECOMES A
CHAPTER OF DELTA PHI.
Nearly Ninety Years of Secret Society
History Involved in Change.
The oldest local fraternity in the
United States, I. K. A. lodge of Trin~
ity College, was made the Sigma
Chapter of the national fraternity
of Delta Phi last Friday night. The
union of the two fraternities which
was recently decided upon at meetings of their c9rporations, has aroused
considerable interest among persons
familiar with the history of fraternities in American colleges.
At the time the I. K. A. lodge was
founded, in 1829, there was no other
fraternity at Trinity and there were
only three others among all the colleges of the country, Kappa Alpha,
Delta Phi and Sigma Phi, the first
named having been established in
1825 and the other two in 1827. All
three fraternities were founded at
Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.,
and they have been h11own to college men ever since as the "Union
Triad," a group that is considered the
mOither of all the other college fraternities in the United States.
Traditions of Many Years.
Among the treasured memorabilia
of the I . K. A. lodge are secret letters exchanged in the early '30s and
'40s, between the Trinity fraternity
and one or another of the members
of the Union Triad, for all four oi
therii blazed the trail for their successors through a period of college
history when fraternities or secret
societies were considered as reprehensible manifestations of student
activity as arson or pacifism would
be considered today.
The histories
and traditions of the four fraternities,
as a result are alike in many respects.
In the early years of college history there were many local fraternities, or fraternities of but one chapter, but in recent years near]Jy all,
excepting those which have died natural or violent deaths, have eirther
branched out into national fraternities by absorbing other and newer
local fraternities or have themseJv.es
been absorbed as chapters of one
group or another.
The I. K. A. lodge, because of its
traditions and the pride its older
alumni members have taken in its
comparative antiquity, has for nearly ninety years rejected applications
of other fraternities that wished to
"chapter" with it and has refused to
become itself a chapter of any other
fraternity, although it has received
many invitations of this sort. By its
present action in becoming a chapter
of one of the very few fraternities
which has a history olde-r than its
own, the lodge feels, its members say,
that it is sacrificing none of its traditions.
Both fraternities include in their
membership a number of men who
are nationally or internationally
known. Among the alumni of Delta
Phi are J. Pierpont Morgan, a trustee of Trinity College, and Henry P.
Davidson, financiers; Charles Scribner,
John W. Harper and Joseph A. Harper, publishers; General Charles King,
the novelist; George B. Menocal, president of Cuba; and Bishop Philip M.
Rhinelander of Pennsylvania. The
late John Jacob Astor was also a
member.
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REV. DR. FRANCIS GOODWIN READING LESSON AT PATRIOTIC SERVICE.-Courtesy of the "Courant."

OPEN AIR SERVICE.
Army, Navy, Church and State Represented in Stirring Patriotic
Ceremony. ·

Infantry, the Machine Gun Company
and the Home Guard followed. Then
came a seemingly endless procession
of officiating clergy, members of the
faculty in academic robes bearing
scholastic hoods, and the senior class
and other members of the undergraduate body, all in black, academic gowns.

The campus of Trinity College was
the scene of a notable open air patriotic service held in connection with
the ninety-first commencement SunThe opening prayers were offered
day morning.
The huge, carved
doors of oak which command the en- by Rev. John J. McCook. Hymns
trance to Northam Towers furnished with military tunes-the "Battle
the background for the altar, which, Hymn of the Republic"-were sung
draped in white, bore a large cross by the congregation lead by William
and many flowers. Around the altar B. Davis of Middletown, director of
stood the flags of the aHies, the flag the Glee Club. Rev. Dr. Francis
of Connecticut and the colors of mili- Goodwin read the lesson for the day
Rev.
tary organizations. A large-sized and offered further prayers.
American flag covered the many up- E. S. Travers then preached a stirper windows of Northam Towers. ring, patriotic sermon, the text being
Clergymen, city and state officials, "He hath not dealt so with any naofficers of the army and navy, de- tion."
The theme of the sermon was the
tachments of military organizations,
alumni and undergraduates, and brotherhood of man and how Amerifriends of the college composed the ca had contributed so much towards
the realization and fulfilment of this
congregation.
ideal. In the beginning, he said:
Rev. Dr. John J. McCook, '63, who "What is the vision of our history?
left college to serve in the army dur- The discovery of America was siging the Civil War, was in charge of nificant to old people only as a new
the service. Rev. Dr. Francis Good- land, as yet unexplored. But in the
win said prayers, a patriotic sermon course of time this discovery meant
was preached by Rev. Edward Sco- much more. It meant the discovery
field Travers, '98, rector of Trinity of a laboratory for the research of
Church, Pittsburgh, Pa., and late political problems, and that freedom,
chaplain of the United States Miti- justice and self-government were to
tary Academy at West Point. A me- · be worked out for everybody." He
morial for the Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart showed how after our forefathers had
was offered by Hon. E. Kent Hub- set up a republican form of governbard, '92, and a memorial address for ment that France and Switzerland
Rev. Dr. Henry Ferguson was made followed in their step; how it brought
by President Flavel Sweeten Luther. hope to other nations and how that
today there exists some twenty reRed Cross Unit Arrives.
publics. Then he said, "But now the
The first military organization to vision of brotherhood of man and the
arrive was a detachment of the Hart- Fatherhood of God are the fundamenford Red Cross unit. Marching across tals of a democracy. One nation, usthe campus, the organization was met ing ev-e ry secret 'of science and of
by Walter S. Schutz, and College intellect has sought to destroy brave
Marshal Walter Bjorn, who escorted Belgium, democratic France, chivalit to the s·e ats, which were arranged rous England, romantic Italy, and
in the form of a cross before North- poor Serbia, and has attacked our
country.
Civilization
now
am Towers, while the Foot Guard great
Band played military airs. In suc- hangs in the balance. But we know
cession detachments from the First that God did not intend to put democ-

racy in nine-tenths of humanity and
then take it away. Nor did he permit our grandfathers to fight without
result. The vision of Calvary that I
see is· not one of peace at any price,
but of righteousness at any cost. It
is a vision of His love of all humanity, and of His giving up His life so
that all men might have life. Now
we are confident in His words that
'those who take the sword shall perish by the sword.' " In closing he
.went back to his undergraduate days,
nineteen years ago, told of his ·e nlistment as a volunteer in the army
at the time of the Spanish-American
War, praised the spirit of the men
of that day who, he said, are typified by McCook and Churchman, and
said that the Trinity men of today
are just as devoted to the service of
humanity as they have been in times
gone by.
A memorial of the Reverend Samuel Hart, D.D., D. C. L., LL. D., class
of 1866, who died on February 25,
1917, and who was professor in Trinity from 1868 to 1899 and then 'dean
of Berkeley Divinity School, was offered by Hon. Elijah Kent Hubbard.
Ferguson's Memory.
President Flavel S. Luther then
made an address in memory of Rev.
Henry Ferguson, LL. D., class of
1868, who died on March 30, 1917,
and who was a professor in Trinity
College from 1883 to 1906, and who
afterwards became rector of St.
Paul's School, Concord, N. H.
The service ended with the singing of "America." After the service
the Governor's Foot Guard Band
played the national hymns of the Allies.
Among those in attendance were
Adjutant General George M. Cole,
Colonel R. J. Goodman of the First
Regiment, Colonel L. F. Burpee of
the Home Guard, members of the
Grand Army of the Republic, Commodore F. H. Eldridge and Captain
Robert P. Hig<gins, represQI1tatiV1es
of the navy, Colonel James B. Erwin,
and Major F. C. Clement of the Pennsylvania National Guard.
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TRINITY COLLEGE STUDENT IS
EDITOR OF A CHINESE
NEWSPAPER.
Cbo Chun Huang, the only Chinese
student at Trinity College, is the editor of one of the few Chinese publications printed in the English langauge
in this country. The paper, called the
"Quarterly," is published in the interests of the alumni of the Canton
Christian College Club in America,
and is devoted to the purpose of
awakening China through education.
The members of this club are alumni
of the college at Canton who come
to the United States to study at many
of our different colleges. For many
years Trinity College has had one or
two alumni of this college. Huang
helped to organize the paper last year
and was elected editor by the association in the early part of the present year. During the few months
that he has been in charge the paper
has grown in circulation unbil its
number of subscribers now exceed
2,000.
Huang speaks of the great love
of the Chinese, for Americans and of
the desire of the alumni of his Chinese college and of many other Chinese to have their country become a
republic having the same principles,
and the same form of organization
as our country. They realize that
this can come through education.
One of the educational plans which
is being considered is an alphabetical
system of writing to take the place
of the present "picture writing" system. Under the present system if
one wishes, for example, to write the
word mountain, it is necessary to
draw a sketch of a mountain. The
Chinese who have been educated in
America and European universities
say that such a system makes self
education impossible. It is not possible for China to have for international use under her present system
a modern dictionary, typewriters, adding machines, telephone directories
as well as countless other directories,
a practical method of telegraphy and
wireless communication, signaling for
the army, navy and merchant marines, short-hand writing, filing, indexing, educating the blind, a sign
language for deaf mutes, an easy way
of distributing and setting type and
a cheaper printing outfit. Nor is it
possible for the Chinese language
of today to have derivative abstract
nouns, adverbs, proper adjectives and
thousands of other derivative words,
besides many technical and scientific
terms.
The schools and colleges in China
have been struggling for an existence
during the past quarter of a century.
They had to face a severe test during the Revolution of 1911. Unsettled
conditions which have come after this
revolution caused tn·a ny of the schools
to be closed or turned into barracks.
Enrollment in .t he schools decreased,
especially in the southern provinces,
where students were often kidnapped
and held for ransom by robbers.
The reactionary movement has fought
against higher education, being especially antagonistic towards the
teaching of science.
Huang fears that the establishment
of a military dictator may not only
blast the hopes of many Chinese for

BASEBALL TEAM LOSES LAST
GAME OF THE SEASON TO
BOSTON COLLEGE.
The last game of the season playE:d
by the Trinity College team was lost
to Boston College on Saturday, June
2nd by a score of 6 to 2. The superior
batting of Boston College, combine<i
with errors by the Trinity infield, enabled Boston to win the game. Poto
made three misplays at third and
Kenney at first and Murray at short
had one each to their credit. Murray
did his best to retrieve this one misplay, however, by leading both teams
in batting, getting a triple and three
singles out of four times at bat. Poto
made a double and the only other
Trinity man to get a safe hit was
Feldman. Boston made all its runs
in the first three innings and after
that Prescott pitched well. Trinity's
effort to come from behind was fruitless due to the pitching of Cornick,
except in the sixth inning when TrinL
ty managed to hit for its second run.
The score:
Boston College.
AB R BH PO A E
Gildea, lf
4
1
1
5 1 0
Regan, 2b
2
0 0
1
2
0
Dee, rf
4
2 2
1
0
0
Urban, c
4
1
1 4
0 0
Trowbridge, cf 4
1 1
0
0
0
Manley, ss
3
0
1
5 2 1
2
3
0
Hoefling, 3b 3
1 0
Fitzgerald, 1b 4
0
0
9
0 0
Cornick, p
3 0
2
0
2
0
31
6 8 27 10 1
Trinity.
AB R BH PO A E
Poto, 3b
4
1
1. 8
2
3
Leeke, rf
4
0
0
1
0
0
Kenney, 3b
4 0 0 6 1 1
Murray, ss
4 1 3 4 1 1
Woolley,c
3
0 0
2
0 1
4' 0
0 1
4
0
Prescott, p
Feldman, 2b 4 0 1 3 3 0
Buckley, cf
3
0
0
1
0
0
Brickley, lf
3
0
0 3
0
0
33
2
5 24 11
G
Boston College 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 x-6
Trinity
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-2
Two-base hits, Gildea, Dee, Poto;
three-base hit, Murray; sacrifice hits,
Brickley, Regan, Manley; first base
on balls, off Cornick 1, off Prescott 1;
struck out, by Cornick 3, by Prescott
2; double play, Gildea to Regan to
Fitzgerald; passed balls, Woolley 2;
hill by pitched ball, Woolley by Cornick; time, 1:32; umpire, Barry.
a plan of liberal education, but that
it may also mean a backward step
for China.
If out of the present
chaos a strong and able military
leader comes forward it will not be
a difficult matter for this leader to
established a highly centralized bureaucratic government.
In discussing China's position in the war
Huang said that previous to the declaration of war by the United States
on Germany the mass of the population in China were pro-German, due,
he believes, to China's strained relation with Japan, but that after our
country had declared war upon Germany China immediately gave up its
German sympathies and followed in
the path of the country she so greatly admires. This change, he said,
was one of which he knows no equal
in the whole history of the world.

DR.

W.

L.

ROBB'S CONDITION
IMPROVED.
Dr. William Lispenard Robb, professor of electrical engineering and
physics at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., who has been
confined in the Samaritan Hospital
in that city for some time due to
blood poisoning which necessitated
the amputation of one of his legs
has left the hospital and is now at
his home.
Dr. Robb was for seventeen years
professor of physics at Trinity college and has also been consulting engineer for the Hartford Electric
Light Company for many years and
holds that place at the present time.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING.
(Continued from page 1.)
Professor Ferguson was in a position to live a life of ease, devoted to
reading, art, travel; he preferred to
adopt laborious occupations and in
them to work industriously, living
simply, giving instead of spending,
following high ideals in church, in
education, in literature, in the service
of the country, laboring particularly
with the young and for the young
until the :steady, long-continued inroads of disease put a close to his
well-rounded-out career.
It was a
useful and a happy life. He made
many friends, few enemies. He had
a loving wife, devoted children. He
left his mark wherever he passed by
-in his parishes, at Trinity College,
at St. Paul's School, in the city of
Hartford. He loved Trinity College
and was one of its greatest benefactors. He ought not to be forgotten
here and will not be forgotten. He
has earned his long rest and, as we
pray that he may have it, we are sure
that we already have our request.
The officers of the association for
the coming year are:
Jacob H.
Greene, president; E. Kent Hubbard,
vice-president; J. H. Kelso Davis,
secretary; and John Forward, treasurer. The members of the standing
committee are the officers, Rev. Dr.
John James McCook, William E. A.
Bulkel'ey and Robert H. Schutz.
The so-called "Dix" plan for reunions which originated at Lehigh
University, was favorably considered
by the association, but no action was
taken. At present class reunions are
held every five, and every ten years.
Under the new plan there would be
reunions of four classes of consecutive yea.rs in groups in addition to the
five-year and ten->year reunions.
The report of the board of fellows
on the ne'!l' commencement plan
which was first adopted last year was
also read at this meeting. In this report the board of fellows stated that
the new p1an had worked out successfully. They also recommended
to the association together with the
trustees that a standing committee
for week-end commencements be appointed, consisting of three members
of the corporation and faculty, three
members of the alumni association
and three members of the board of
fellows.

LOUIS
JOINS
ST.
MURRAY
AMERICAN LEAGUE CLUB.
Captain of Trinity Baseball Team.
Edward Murray, captain of the
Trinity College baseball team, signed
a contract to play with the St. Louis
Browns and left college last week
to join the team in New York City.
George Davis, coach of the Amherst
College team, is the man who is sending Murray to the Browns. Davis is
a scout for the St. Louis club and
heard of Murray before the Amherst
game was due to be played. He intended to look him over during that
game, but the contest was called off
on account of rain, so Davis went
down to New Brunswick, N. J., to see
the Trinity captain perform in the
game with Rutgers.
The Brown's
scout was satisfied with Murray's
work, especially with his prowess
with the stick, and soon got into communication with him, the result being
that Murray signed a contract the
first part of the week.
TRACK TEAM ELECTION.
Goldstein made Captain.
Arthur M. Goldstein, '19, was elected captain of the Track team on
June 4, for the season 1917-1918. He
has been star dash man of .t he team
for the past two seasons. He succeeds Walter Bjorn, '18, as captain.
The new captain in addition to running on the out-door team has been
a member of the indoor relay team
for the last two seasons and ran in
the spectacular race in which Trinity
defeated Massachusetts Agricultural
College at the Naval Militia. Meet
in Hartford last winter. He has a
difficult problem before him for next
season, as several members of this
year's team have already left or will
leave colleg:e before next spring for
military service.
FIVE TRINITY MEN TO DRIVE
AMBULANCES IN FRANCE.
Five more Trinity College students
are to drive ambulances in Franee.
Four of these men James Pendleton
Hahn, '18, John B. Hyland, '18, Thomas Bradford Boardman, '18, and
Joseph Buffington, jr., '18, are reported to have arrived safely in France.
Roger Boleyn Ladd, '17, will sail next
Saturday.
MEETING

OF THE BOARD OF
FELLOWS.
At a meeting of the Board of Fellows of Trinity College held at the
Hartford Club last Friday evening,
Walter S. Schutz, '94, was chosen
chairman for the ensuing year, and
William J. Hamersley, '09, secretary.
Reports to the trustees and to the
Alumni Association were adopted for
presentation.
CONFIRMATION SERVICE HELD
IN COLLEGE CHAPEL.
Reddish, '19, was confirmed by the
Rev. Bishop Chauncey B. Brewster
in college chapel on Sunday, June 10.
Dr. Edward F. Humphrey, Northam professor of history and political
science, spoke at St. Albans, Vt., on
Friday evening, June 8, on "Americans and the War."
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BACCALAUREATE SERMON.
President Luther Outlines New Educational Demands in Sermon
Preached at Christ Church.
The baccalaureate sermon in connection with the ninety-first commencement of Trinity College was
delivered last Sunday night at Christ
Church by President Flavel S. Luther.
The sermon is as follows:
Text :-"Nevertheless we, according
to his promise, look for new heavens
and a new earth, wherein dwelleth
righteousne'ss."-II Peter 3: 13.
"For the most part we have put
out of our minds the thoughts and expectations which l'ed St. Peter to write
this sentence. In the earliest days
of Christianity the new faith was
dominated by a rather crude materialism. Punishment for an evil life was
the extremity of bodily torment.
Heaven was a material city of unprecedented splendor. A new era of
peace and good-will to follow a universal, cosmic catastrophe by which
sun and moon and stars should perish
and after which should be created
new heavens and a new earth where-jn righteousness should dwell.
Our modern idealistic and more
spiritual generations now think other
thoughts. Careless of what physical
evils may befall our planet or other
h eavenly bodies, frankly uncertain as
to the conditions of that new life
which awaits us after death, our
dreams and visions rather center
about soul, personality, character, immaterial things indicated by words
not susceptible of precise definition:
Thus has it . come about that St.
Peter's awe-stricM;en portrayal of the
day of judgment, like Shakespeare's
scarcely less eloquent descriptlion of
" an unsubstantial pageant faded," ad.
mired as literature, as metaphor, sets
us wondering what are the realities
of which such language is the figurative expression.
Yet the faith of Christianity remains unshaken. Yes; it has steadily gathered strength in the slow passage of the centuries. Deadened by
no disappointments, made hesitant by
no darkness overshadowing the road,
out of weakness being made strong,
the confidence of man in the new
heavens and the new earth steadily
grows toward certainty. This unchanging, persistent optimism of mankind is a phenomenon well wol'thy of
notice. It is not universal, for many
individuals do not share it. As some
soldiers prophesy defeat and some
men ever prate of evil to come, so
are there spiritual "slackers" who
have none of that undying loyalty
to God and his righteousness which
has sustained mankind for thousands
of years and brought them forward
toward loftier, serener heights of
living.
Thus then, even in the midst of
darkness, danger, doubt, and discord,
look we ahead confidentty to new
light, safety, certainty, and harmony,
in the new world into which we presently must enter. I say "a new
world;" for the old things are obviously passing away.
. It is not my purpose tonight to
... . preach about the war, nor to strive
to arouse to a higher pitch your
patriotism. But because this is · an
occasion growing out of educational

interests, and because education has
peculiarly to do with the future, I
mean rather to present to you a view
of schools and colleges in their relation to the new earth which is surely
to emerge from ;the ruins of the old
world that already is moribund.
Yes; the old world is passing away.
The hopes, the doctrines, the theories
and expectations, the politics .and eco.
nomics of an entire era are failing
and perishing. We older folk, representative of a decaying, dying civilization, are to be led along our remaining years by those who now first
enter upon the responsibilities of
manhood and womanhood, whose final
preparation has been obtained while
the world rocks with the roar of cannon, is torn with man-made earthquakes, is deluged with blood and
tears.
Ill is it for the coming decade if
the boys and girls, our young men
and women, be inadequately or unwisely trained for the great task
which awaits them at the threshold
of their adult life.
Ill indeed! But worse, fataJ, if we,
whose privilege and duty it is to train
the young, fail to consider wisely
what is to be education in the new
world. That this matter, of primary
importance at all times, vital to the
chang ed civilization of the coming
years, should receive our careful interest is a manifest necessity.
I doubt whether schools and colleges will fulfill their highest possibilities or discharge their duty to mankind simply by occasional belated
correction of obvio1,1s mistakes or by
grudging acceptance of the demands
of a half-educated public. Rather is
it for the men of schools to consider
on broader lines what the new world
will require, remembering that different requirements to be met do not
demonstrate avoidable error in the
past or the present.
The art of war has been utterly
changed within three years. The attitude of our own nation toward many
questions of vital concel!"n has reversed itself in a period easily measured in months. Conceptions of public and private duty and responsibility have been: born, or re-born. Shall
education, of all the important interests of mankind, alone escape or
seek to escape that fervent heat
which is refining and purifying all
else?
Now in considering what schools
of learning should do in the new world
I do not mean to discuss the technical
problems of the curriculum.
These
questions are always with US>--always will be with us. The good · and
great men who, some weeks since,
publicly advanced familiar and potent arguments for the study of Latin
and Greek were doubtless r ight. Th e
other men, equally justified in their
opinions, who represent the benefits
accruing from non-classical studies,
are, doubtless, also right. Those who
emphasize the need for careful training of the senses, for developing the
accurate eye, the steady hand, the
deft fin g ers, cannot be gainsaid. It
is with no irreverent thought that I
change a well known verse to read,
"Education fulfills itself in many
ways."
Let the writers, the lecturers, the
doctrinaires, those wedded to the past,

and those who would break therewith,
especially those content to believe
that no kind of schooling can produce
results finer than the results of the
schooling which they themselves received-let them all, I say, discuss
and argue as they will, as they must.
The simple fact cannot be obscured
or ignored that too much is known
to leave the possibility of teaching it
all to anybody; that no one can rationally hope even to sample every
department of learning. So far as
the curriculm is concerned the day
is long past when in High School or
College one set of requirements can
be exacted from all. This situation
is already clear.
What then are we to do in the
future in our schools? The question
is, as I have said, vital to the interests of the new world upon whose
threshold we are standing. Is the
present terrible and terrifying condition of the world in any way the
fault of the schools?
I fear that it is. Think one moment. In the midst of the inevitable
or, at least, unescapable deluge of
charges, accusations, counter-accusations and denials wherein we seek
for truth, this appears : That of the
two peoples most extensively believed
to be guilty of the grossest atrocities
-of deeds whose horrors need a new
language for their full description,
one is illiterate and the other the
most thoroughly schooled nation of
Europe. I speak of peoples rather
than of officers and rulers. They are
in opposing armies.
Neither ignorance nor learning has given control
of elemental passions. Ignorance has
not evolved character nor has learning developed it. One of these two
nations is, in one sense of the word,
deeply religious. Of the other this
attribute cannot possibly be predicated. Yet how far do they differ
morally?
Now we ought to be able to say
of such and such a people, "Here is
a nation of educated men and women.
All of them have been thoroughly
trained in the best schools which our
civilization has produced. They can
be trusted to do the right thing in
the best way." But we cannot say
this or anythip.g like it.
Looking over the shambles of Europe we see a great multitude of all
nations and kindreds and people and
tongues flying at each other's throats
in a delirium of fury. Soon the
beauty and flower of our own· land
is to be cast into the slaughter pen.
We of America know that thus it
must be. Sadly, after hesitation perhaps prolonged too greatly, yet at
last with grim resolve, take we our
burden and set forth upon ways perilous.
To our best wisdom there
seems no other path. So with stern
rebuke for those who would hold us
back, with pitying scorn for the
thought that bodily life is God's best
gift to man, with serene trust in
ourselves and in the triumph of the
right as God gives us to see the
right, we move forward into the dark,ness.
Obser.ve, please; these warring nations represent the results of about
every kind . and degree of what is
called education.
Now pardon a personal word. I do
not for one moment think of these

nations as on one level of responsibility . for this world tragedy. I do
not regard them as representing principles equally worthy of defence. In
my mind one side-our side-is fighting and to fight for the everlasting
right and for principles involving the
highest hopes of mankind. Per contra
the other side seems to me to stand
:for tendencies big with menace for
the future of our race. It is because
nearly all of us have taken this attitude that America is in arms, that
our best and bravest cheerfully offer
themselves upon the altar of liberty,
and that those of us who must not
go with them pledge them our unfaltering support at the cost of whatever sacrifice we may be privileged
to make. Let this be perfectly clear.
America, whether by battle on land
and sea, by work in the fields and
shops, or by willing financial aid,
gives herself unreservedly, shrink-,
ing from no peril, .a mighty oblation
for the safetY. and the betterment of
the world.
But I have said that the "warring
nations represent the results of about
every kind and degree of what is called education." It is impossible to believe that careful and prolonged aca- · demic training, administered in any
of its many divergent lines, has measurably modified human character,
has brought a higher reverence for
virtue, a closer approach to human
brotherhood.
Arguing from individual cases it might be possible to adduce facts inconsistent with the foregoing statement. Contemplating the
world at war and considering ithe
world as a group of national units
the indictment appears to be justified.
One thing, however, ought to be
said for the schools and colleges.
Pre-eminently in America, in England
also, and doubtless elsewhere, it was
the college man and the well-grown
schoolboy who sprang to arms promptly when the nation called. I know
and .shamefacedly confess that among
them have been found a few, a very,
very few, who considered themselves
justified in courses which the common sense of man rejects. Well;
there is the old saying "It takes all
sorts of people to make a world ;"
and I respect genuine conscientious
scruple. My assertion is demonstrably true. The collegian was first in
the field and, if he is permillted, will
be first in the fray. The half-empty
class-room, the vacant spaces in comm encement programmes, the cloud of
anxieties besetting college officers
and faced by them in honest pride
that the cloud is there, this shows
the loyalty and readiness of the
American undergraduate and the
young American alumnus .
So far we have done well. But
we have not done well enough to face
the future confidently unless we consider what must be done to meet
new conditions.
First of all; is not the problem of
a new civilization very much like that
which has now and again confronbed
a city, much of which has been destroyed by fire? The architects and
engineers take counsel as men thinking rather of a great opportunity
than of a great disaster. Even the
lay-out of streets may well be changed. Plans of buildings, structural
materials, public utilities, public rec-
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reation, all these things and others
like them may be considered with
little reference to what has been.
So we must shake ourselves loose
from the past, we who are interested
in training the citizens of the new
world. This phrase includes every
teacher in this whole land-all the
school-teachers, all the professors, all
those labeled "educator" in "Who's
Who in America." It includes all the
parents, and the legislators, everybody decent enough to care what happens to the world after he is dead.
Some part of the responsibility for
past failures and for future improvements does not rest upon us teachers.
We have lately secured a more or
less inaccurate list of male citizens
between twenty-one and thirty-one
years old. The school registers of the
land, supplemented by information
bureaus in every town, should have
made this registration day unnecessary except for some of the foreign
born. Every college keeps track of
its alumni. Al'rna Mater knows or
tries to know the age, residence, business, and personal history of each of
her sons. This might well be done
by every public and private school
so that the census bureau in Washington might know about every
citizen at any time. This is a huge
undertaking. Yes; but of infinite
value politically, educationally, and industrially. Also it would be of interest to the various police depart- ·
ments. Would this not, really, be an
educational factor in stimulating
from childhood a sense of national responsibility?
Again, as parents are more and
more unwilling and are in such a
great proportion utterly incompetent
to educate their children, the schools
must have time, equipment, and instructors sufficient for training our
youthful millions in learning, manners, duty, and industry. At present,
with short days, short weeks, short
terms, huge classes, underpaid and
often incompetent teachers, none of
these things is well done and some
of them are hardly attempted at atl.
Is there any human occupation in
which the hours of work are so short
• and the vacations so long as in teaching and in learning? Compare the
busy hours of the professor with
those of, say, the physician. Compare the requirements exacted of the
sixteen-year-old high school boy with
the duties of his cousin, also sixteen,
who has, in his own phrase, "landed
a job."
Furthermore, in the new world
school and College life is to be more
intensive while more extensive. This
business of getting ready to be a useful American citizen calls for real
work, hard work, long-continued
work. There are two schools in our
country where this is well understood.
One is at West Point and the other
is at Annapolis. Some professional
and technical schools, with the aid of
summer assignments, perhaps approximate such a standard. The greater
number of our typical schools and
colleges do nothing of the sort. I say
this with regretful deliberation and
positively. Our boys enter college
fully two years later than is necessary and are graduated after accomplishing much less than they 'might

r-e asonably be expected to accomplish
in four years.
It is not generally the fault of the
pupils that they so lag behind the
possibilities. It is the fault of the
American people, who have been willing to regard schooling as mostly a
luxury and college as a place for
forming advantageous associations.
And if the American people do not
change their attitude in this matter
our place in the new world that is
near will be small and unimportant.
Indeed I am filled with admiration
for our boys and girls when I see how
much they do accomplish and how
easily they do it. But how vastly
more they would accomplish if their
elders really wished it!
Another point-In the new world
it will be recognized as a crime to
keep a generation of children in
school until young maturity; to hold
"closing exercises" marked by eloquent exhortations thaJt they take up
the work of the world and do their
duty; not having taught them how
to do one single thing that needs to
be done, and having made no serious
effort to determine how each boy
and girl can best serve his community.
There is no kind of labor fit for
civilized people the doing of which
cannot be profitably taught in school.
Even the most exacting forms of unskilled manual labor may be made
less burdensome by trainirtg the muscres to endure, the judgment to recognize no inequalities in the dignity of
unlike tasks, the ambition to strive
through disagreeable work toward
pleasanter employment.
Most of all-our education must
in some way become more democratic. The children of every generation
must be shaken up together in school.
The tendency so marked in recent
years to separate the children of the
rich from the children of the poor, to
herd them by classes in different
kinds of schools is most ominousfreighted with danger to the republic.
I can understand the feelings of the
city man who, thankful that he can
afford it, sends his son to school in
a healthful, stimulating environment
in the open country. It is not so easy
to understand why cities do not provide extensive recreation grounds
with every school; why, for example,
the Hartford High School is not situated in some such place as Charter
Oak Park, why its sessions are not
extended to an eight or nine-hour day,
much of the time devoted to spontaneous play and supervised physical
training. If you read the papers, you
know that the physical condition of
our young men, despite the prowess
of our selected athletes, is discreditable-not always· to them, but often
to us, their parents and elders.
Of course all these things that I
am advocating will cost money'-a
great deal of money. Well! we have
it. What is money for? Is a giltedged railroad bond or a strong, welltrained man the better investment,
the better security?
I tell you that in our new world
vast sums must be expended to ensure the preparedness of our young
men and maidens.
The New England method of offering fine training to the few who
think they want it and can afford
to buy it is ceasing to be adequate.

The endowed institution method is
everywhere
breaking
down. The
broad shoulders of state and nation
must carry or help to carry the burden now too great for the utmost
generosity of donors and testators.
We established public schools ostensibly to secure intelligent voters. But
the nation calls not only for voters
but also for qualified soldiers, sailors, lawyers, physicians, engineers,
farmers, administrators of commercial enterprises, workmen, scholars,
teachers, statesmen. We have made
adequate provisions for the almost
perfect training of a few soldiers and
sailors. Some states have gone much
farther along the road which I am
pointing out. But, as a rule, we
leave our children to scramble into
any sort of place in life where they
can obtain a footing, untrained, unskilled, undirected, unfit.
Now these non-military occupations are, on the whole, more important than the profession of arms.
Even today, listening to the jar of
beaten drum and the tramp of gathering hosts, we realize that armies and
navies are but vain things to save
a nation if not backed by the skilled
labor of the brains and hands of men
and women not called .to the firing
line. I tell you that if the nation
wants educated men, trained men,
skilful men, the nation or the state
or the city must make them. The
complete or partial public support of
schools grading from the kindergarten to the professional degree is an
absolute necessity if we would become, in the civilization that is to be,
worthy of a place among the peoples
of the earth. The enlarged, prolonged, intensive training of the
young;. the employment of means already at hand for determining the
special fitness of each growing citizen, his fitness, apart from his fortune; the recognition that every citizen may be a. public asset or public
liability practically at the public will
-all these things must be considered
and in some form carried into effect.
Probably you will say. "This is
carrying paternalism pretty far."
"Paternalism" is for many of us a
"scare-head," just as "Militarism"
was a few months ago. The significance of "paternalism" depends on
what one means by it. Say "fatherhood" instead and the suggestion is
less frightful. There is nothing in
the programme just outlined that
need hamper personal initiative or
unduly subordinate the individual.
Rather does it tear down walls which
today imprison mighty forces for
good; and it sets free every man and
woman to exercise originality. It
helps check the awful waste of human
power that today, in America, manifestly retards our progress.
Let us say once more that in criticising our schools and colleges my
fault-finding is not aimed at the pupils but at their teachers, and, more
especially, at the public behind the
teachers. Designating as "schools"
every institution where children and
men and women receive instruction
from pedagogues, I assert that intellectual interests, moral life, high
ideals, are on a higher plane in our
schools than anywhere else. Our
sons -and daughters, so far as schooling goes, do what we require of them,
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or else they cease to attend the
schools. Hereafter we must give and
require more, much more. The young
will respond loyally ~ar\d with the
high enthusiasm peculiarly their own,
if we call and if they think us really
concerned and in earnest.
Because they are unlike, they must,
as heretofore, close f9rmal schooling
at different stages. The point is that
whatever amount of training they are
competent to receive must be more
thorough and must fit them for some
worthy occupation as a necessary condition of a worthy life.
And for us, hanwered in that we
have received our convictions political, religous, social, mostly by inheritance and have done but little thinking; we must look forward, not backward, adjust ourselves and our social
organization to unprecedented conditions.
I hope some of you are thinking
something like this: "The preacher
began pointing out the lack of evidence that education has availed to
save the world from the greatest
tragedy in human history. We are
at war with the most thoroughly
trained of all the nations. Later the
preacher urged the necessity of
further, more intensive, more prolonged schooling for our own youth."
Well; this criticism would be perfectly fair if the preacher were to
stop now. But he has something
more to say. All this training, this
teaching that has been proposed,
avail not at all for the salvation of
the new world unless it be permeated'
through and through by religious
teaching, by definite instruction in
righteousness, by positive insistence
upon observance of the Golden Rule,
by constant teaching as to the relation of the individual' man to his
brother-man and of all to God. Here
worse than elsewhere have we failed.
Can I ever forget that a college student, a brilliant graduate of a famous
school, once said, when I reproved
him for what seemed to me, a serious
offence. "After all, Doctor, what does
it amount to? It is only a moral
question."
This episode is an indictment of somebody-parents, teachers, or the individual. Was it a typical situation? I pray not. But if
we do not try harder than we have
tried to make our children good, then
all their learning will bring no wisdom and the world will continue to
grope in darkness.
I know the alleged difficulties,
some of them at least. The spectre
of denominationalism haunts this
question. Must the world indeed perish while we quarrel about dogma?
Is it impossible for our schools to
teach and enforce righteousness? If
it is impossible, then good-bye America. I cannot believe it to be impossible. Let us lay aside our prejudices, subordinate our pride, set ourselves free from dead philosophies,
recognize that Jesus Christ is the
great teacher, bring Him into every
class-room, lecture-room, laboratory,
and library in the land. This is the
great fundamental problem in education in Connecticut, in America, now,
Anno Domini 1917.
And if you urge that religion has
also failed to keep mankind from
ghastly c:ruelties, let us consider first
(Continued on page 12.)
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garments, 69c each. "Bull Dog"
Suspenders, wide or narrow
lisle, and heavy cottons; most
stores ask 65c; we ask 50c pair.
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IT PAYS TO BUY OUR KIND
Established 1882.

"The First to Show the Latest."

Subscription Price, U.OO per Year.
Advertising Rates furnished on application.

The Peterson Studio
84 7 Main Street
Hartford, Conn.
WHEN YOU ARE DOWN TOWN
looking for the fellows, you are sure to
find some of them in
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"NOW THEN TRINITY"
In charge of this issue,
ALBERT J. HAASE,
Managing Editor.

At a meeting of the Alumni Association during CommencelJlent Week
of 1916 the "Alumni Council" was
created for the following purposes:

"To advance the interests, influence,
and efficiency of Trinity College; to
strengthen the relation between the
77-79 Asylum St.,
Hartford, Conn. alumni and the college; to encourage
efficient class organization; to keep
the public informed in regard to the
THE SISSON DRUG CO college;
to keep before the various
CHEMICALS, DRUGS
preparatory schools of the country
AND MEDICINES.
the advantages of Trinity College as
7Z9 Main Street,
Hartford, Conn. an educational institution; to aid and
assist in the establishment of alumni
associations and promote th!eir interests; to keep in touch with undergraduate activities; to raise funds
from alumni and friends for the mainPRINTERS
ENGRAVERS
. tenance and endowment of the colSTATIONERS
lege; to report from time to time to
252 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.
the board of trustees of the college

Plimpton Mfg. Co.

any facts and recommendations by
the coum:il deemed material or for the
interests of the college; to act as a
medium that may make known the
ideas of the alumni to the college,
and the wishes of the college to the
alumni; and to act in an advisory
capacity through its secretary to such
of the undergraduates as may desire
to consult it in reference to their occupations after graduation and for
the purpose to keep in as close touch
· as possible with the demands of the
country's professional, business and
industrial needs."
The Alumni Council with its present organization cannot fully discharge the duties it has sci spiritedly
undertaken. A centralized bureau
and a paid secretary are necessary
to make this laudable organization a
mor.e complete one. It is not necessary to explain the need.
A generous alumnus has agreed to
underwrite one-half of the salary of
such an official. "The Tripod" app·e als to the members of the alumni
association to supply the remaining
amount.

JUDGE BUFFINGTON ON "THE
SOLDIERS' WELFARE."
(Editorial in the "Reading Herald"
of June 4.)
Rarely has a body of business men
listened to a more thrilling appeal
than that put forth at a Berkshire
Hotel luncheon last week by Judge
Buffington, of Pittsburgh. He was
spokesman for the soldier boy. He
came to put in a vigorous plea for
that soldier's well being, for his better protection, for his kindlier treatment, for his physical safe-guarding,
for his moral uplift.
He launched the campaign for a
$15,000 contribution toward the army
Y. M. C. A.
But his appeal had a
much wider hearing than a mlelre
clamor for funds. His audience quite
forgot that he was a money raiser
h,eld under the spell of his oratory.
For the first time a good many of
them realized that the boys in khaki
were genuine humans, whose welfare
in the camp called for quite as much
thoughtful care as peril on the battlefield.
For the rational amusement of the
soldiers in camp Judge Buffington
pleaded zealously. The money to be
spent is not for Bibles and hymn
books, though the judge by no means
disparaged such helpful implements
of · wa.rfare as these. But he would
fight the soldiers' foes-different foes
but no . less dangerous than Huns and
Vandals-by means of victrolas and
piano players. He would provide
them amply with baseballs and basketballs. He would fill in their leisure so abundantly and agreeably that
the lure of the saloons and the call
of the dives would have little effect.
He would, like Orpheus, drown out
the music of the siren's song in a
nobler type of music.
He would take such good care of
the soldiers in the Y. M. C. A. shacks
that they would be satisfied and content there, and would not go wandering into vicious places for want of
companionship. He would give them
the camaraderie of their fellows in

a wholesome environment under the
Y. M. C. A. wing.
He would not let the charge prevail that there was nothing doing in
camp, and that one must drift into
the gaudy life without, with its snares
and its dangers, in order to drive
away the ennui of a monotonous
life and to banish the blight of home
sickness.
There is no doubt that the appeal
will be fully met, that Reading will
give its $15,000 without waiting to
be begged and implored. But to us
the significance of this address lies
much deeper than the raising of a certain amount of money. The effect of
his address will continue long. The
busy business men who lingered to
hear him talk had, many of them,
never listened to such a presentation
of facts before. They had not consider.ed such things. To many of
them the prevalence of vice was a
matter of course. They regarded it
as unavoidable, a thing that could not
be condoned but that had to be endured. They did not realize its ultimate effect upon the man power of a
nation at war. It had not occurred
to them that anything could be done
about it.
They were set earnestly thinking
Many of them beHeve now that something can be done about it. The earnest words of the Pittsburgh judge
were convincing, and they are eager
to help.

ALUMNI NOTES.
The following men are attending
the Officers' Training Camp at Fort
Benjamin
Harrison,
Indianapolis,
Ind.; F. B. Stiles, '15, R. F. Phillips,
'17, H. R. Hill, '15, Carl Williams, '12,
Those attending the camp at Fort
Sheridan are: Paul Maxon, '11, Richard Maxon, '16, Erwin Rankin, '11.
'05-Rev. Charles Jarvis Harriman,
son of the Rev. Frederick W. Harriman and Mrs. Harriman of Windsor,
who is rector of St. Philip's Church,
Putnam, has been called to be junior
curat-e of St. Stephen's Church, Providence, R. I.
'10-Cyril B. Judge is an ensign in
the Naval Reserve, and is on active
duty at Newport.
'10-Richardson Wright, editor of
"House and Garden" and author of
"The Russians," "The Open Door"
and "Through Siberia," and other
books attended commencement exercises.
'14-Miss Madeleine L. Andrews;
daughter of M.r. and Mrs. Myron Allen Andrews of No. 12 North Main
Street, West Hartford, and Rev. Walter Frederick Borchert, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Borchert of Newburg, N. Y., wer-e married last Saturday at 10 o'clock in the chapel at
Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown,
by Suffragan Bishop E. Campion Acheson.
'14-William B. Spofford was recently ordained hy the Rt. Rev. Edward L. Parker, Bishop of New
Hampshire. He has been assigned
for duty at North Woodstock, N. H.,
for the summer, and in September
will assume his duties as on-e of the
masters at St. Paul's School, Concord.
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CLASS DAY.
(Continued from page 1.)
The George Sheldon McCook trophy
for the best all-around athlete in t:he
graduating class was -awarded to
Frederick Porter Woolley. Woolley
was captain of the football team last
fall and has played on the football
team four years. He has also played
on the baseball team the past two
years. In addition he is one of the
best basketball players in college and
has played on his class basketball
team, being captain of the 1917 team
last winter in the interclass competition. Frank Lambert of the class of
1916 has been the holder of the trophy
for the year 1916-17.
Dudley Scott Stark was class prophet. He vividly predicted the future
of his classmates as follows:
"June 17, 1932-Today I went up
to Hartford for commencement. Befove taking the train I ran into Johnny Pratt. He said he was very sorry,
but he couldn't come up this year because he was still going to school.
He seemed to be rather uninformed
about most of the fellows, but he did
remember that Bill Macrum had been
appointed instructor of astronomy in
Wellesley College. On the train I
met Courtney Page. He said he had
been offered several r-e sponsible positions, but wasn't doing anY1thing
just then. In the course of our con-versation he said that Johnny Bierck
was doing very well now, being editor
and sole proprietor of the Police Gazette. I learned, too, that some of the
old boys were on his staff. "Prex"
Wilson editing a column called
"'Poems That Shock" and Mark Cassady having charge of "Answers to the
Anxious." When we arrived in Hart-ford Page asked me if I had s·e en
Clement lately. It seems that Clement had become proprietor of Conway's dancing palace, familiavly
known as the "Bucket of Blood." Accordingly we went over to see him.
A dance happened to be going on.
My attention was called by Page to
the music. He said it was Fenton's
orchestra, which played here for all
the dances .and that Frank Johnson
was playing the piano. Page then
suggested that we go to a show. I
protested that I never went to that
theater, but Page said that Creamer's "Dashing Dollies" was always
good. On our way up the street we
noticed a Salvation Army meeting.
Colonel Little was urging the people
to repentance, when Drummer Schlier
suddenly stopped beating his drum
and annO'Unced that the crowd was
too big and he was going to hold an
overflow meeting down at Reub's. A
good many people followed him, and
Page wanted to, but I reminded him
that he had promised to take me to
the show. At the entrance of the
theatre, 'way up on Main Street, we
met Ike Sather. He seemed! Vf!JI:Y
happy because he had just been promoted to stage manager. He intimated that the Jesters had helped him
ever so much in after life. After
the show Page said he was going
over to Ladd's hotel to see Roger. I
found out that Roger Ladd was now
owner and manager of what was formerly Long's hotel.

"June 18, 1932-Today business
necessitated my going to New Britain. Our trolley was delayed for several minutes by fire engines going
to a conflagration. I was told that
the department store of H. & M.
Dworski was burning. Hasburg, now
an insurance agent, said he intended
to go to the fire, but he understood
that it was not going to happen until
tomorrow. As I went down the
street I noticed a crowd gathered in
front of a drug store. The people
were intently listening to Stan. Dennis, who was advertising some kind
of hair restorer. Going into a Chinese restaurant for lunch I noticed
a waiter who looked somewhat familiacr. He recognized me, too. It
was Jim Cooley. Explaining how he
happened to be there, he said that
the Chinese knew a good deal more
about philosophy than he could ever
teach them, so he quit, but he had
nothing to complain of because this
restaurant ownecr was giving him nine
dollars a week, and that was twice
as much as he "was getting in China."
_Cooley got the rest of -the day off,
so in the afternoon we went to a circus. In the coucrse of the performance we saw "Speed" Williamson
gracefully walking a tight crope. After the circus was over we went down
to s-ee Joe Racioppi. Joe was prosperous, keeping a corner stocre, where
he sold candy, tobacco, spaghetti, etc.
They both ucrged me to stay down
for the prize fight. In the meantime
we saw a bill-poster across the str-e et
slapping on an advertisement of the
fight. It was to be fought by a college pcrofessor and a leading merchant. Strange pugilists, I thought,
so I decided to go the fight. We afterwards noticed that the bill-postecr
was Ned Griffith. As planned we
went to the boxing match, where we
saw several of the boys from '17.
Cooley pointed out Ike Wooley, saying
that Ike was now manager of the
New Britain AU-National baseball
team. And I saw Sid Hungerford,
who was New Britain correspondent
for "Snappy Stories."
Then the
principals, Jones and Fendall came.
They glared at each other, Fendall
shouting some about "bevies of
eagles." Just then the referee, a big,
muscular fellow, jumped in the ring,
and told the antag()ln.ists to shut up
and get ready for the fight. I recognized the referee to be my old
friend Jack Gum mere. Our attention
in the meantime was attracted by a
fight promoter yelling for bets. It
was none other than Rabinovitz.
Gummere had difficulty in making
the boxers shake, but finally telling
them that if they didn't he would
beat them both up, he persuaded them
they had better obey. Immediaibely
after this we w-ere all surprised. A
rather slender, but wiry individual
hustled down the aisle: He said that
he forbade any kind of a fight there
that night, and pointing to two stalwart policemen, Messrs. Lang and
_Parker, Trinity, 1917, he added he
would enforce the law, for he was
the sheriff. The sheriff was our own
George Storrs:. DisaiiJpoin.ted I returned to Hartford, but the next day
was commencement.
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"June 19, 1932-It was a very enjoyable commencement. I found that
most of the boys were back, but a
few I saw for the first time. I learned the Rev. Charles Wooster was now
professor of religion in the college.
Inquiring who the elder.!Jy gentleman
was receiving the undergraduate degree, I learned he was Mort Crehore.
Mort being tutored by Professor Wadlund, had passed Math. 1. In the afternoon I .returned to New York,
happy to have seen the boys, glad to
know they were doing so well."
The class poem was read by William Norbert Wilson, of Hartford.
The Oratiol)..
Joseph Anthony Racioppi of New
York City delivered the class oration.
He spoke as follows:
"Ninety times before this has some
member of the graduating class of
Trinity College stood before a similar audience on an occasion of this
sort.
Almost invariably, as if by
some necessity, he has expressed the
three feelings which chiefly occupy
the hear-ts of the graduating men.
He has expressed sorrow for the mistakes and lost opportunities of the
four years of undergraduate life.
He has expressed gratitude to the
college, faculty, to the families and
friends of the class for their contributions to -the educational development of the last four years. Then
filLed with hope, he . has solemnly presented a resolution for the class, a
resolution to go forth into the world,
to play the game of life, in effect to
show the fruits of Trinity training.
The class of nineteen hundred
seventeen is the ninety-first graduating class of Trinity College, and as a
representative of the class, I likewise
register a formal message of regret,
gratitude, and hope.
But the vacant chairs b'efore us,
decked with the symbol of Liberty,
bring in addition a message of deeper meaning. Barnwell, Baldwin, Rock
and Kramer, these and other absent
undergraduates, remind us that the
world has undergone tremendous
changes in the past few years, that
that transformation is continuing today. True to the traditions of their
Alma Mater, they have responded to
the nation's call, and are now devoted
to the big cause of restoring peace
to the world.
And onr hearts today, though we
have not yet donned a uniform, our
hearts are one with these Trinity
men-our absent college mates, in loyalty to our country. And if tomorrow finds us still ununiformed, it is
only because we sincerely beli-eve ourselves as useful to the state in other
fields of service. To serve his country is an instinct breathed into every
Trinity man the moment he writes
his name on the college roll on matriculation day. Then he takes for
his motto, 'Pro Ecclesia et Patria."
These are critical times. Because
the energy and intelligence of the
whole world is almost completely
turned from the industries of peace
to the activities of war, political industrial, and religious institutions
wear a new aspect. The war has

given us a new standard of values.
Some institutions are developing
along broad and healthy lines, others
are dying, and still otheTs are being
supplanted by new.
To Crush "Will to Power."
In our zeal to crush the 'Will to
Power' philosophy, militarism, and
autocracy, and in our ambition to
pres·erve to humanity and civilization
those basic ideals which are indeed
their foundations, we must beware
lest we a.Now the spirit of the mob
to develop.
It ought to be our concern as
college men to heip maintain the mental balance of the world. Crush blind
impulse and hasty and il'l-considered
schemes. Foster those movements
which are the result of public discussion and consideration. Their development means the elevation of mankind.
We have gone through a process
the result of which should be a liberal education, and we are a product
of that education. We have reached
that level of intellectual developmoot
on which there should be che~ished
no delusion, even though our minds
are open to new ideas.
Equipped with truth-filters, we
appreciate the difference betweep.
science, scholarship and pompous ignorance, motion and progress. Our
minds ought not to be blown about by
every gust of passion, for disciplined
reason should anchor us to bed rock.
Even though we Americans are now
engaged in the armed conflict of the
nations, we can still assume the disinterested, cool-headed attitude of the
critic.
We have this advantage over our
European
fellow-students
thanks
chiefly to our distance from the central theatre of the war, but also because of the self possession of our
president and the strongly individualistic way of thinking of the American.
Let us then utilize our point of
advantage, and exert every effort to
hold in check the restl'e ss popular
mind. Only decisions reached after
careful weighing and cool deliberation should pass our -censorship.
And let us highly resolve that
when the 'distant throbbing of a giant
mind will set the music of the universe once more in time,' no discords
due to the spirit of the mob shall mar
the harmony.''

THREE ADMITTED TO PHI BETA
KAPPA.
Dudley Scott Stark, '17, Melville
Shulthiess, '18, and Charles Julian
Muller, '18, were made members of
Phi Beta Kappa at a meeting of the
Trinity chapter of that soci-ety, held
in the history room last Saturday
morning. Dr. Arthur Adams, librarian was made secretary of the Trinity chapter to fill the place left vacant by the death of Rev. Dr. Samuel
Hart.
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Barnwell, Guy Maynard Baldwin,
John Spalding Kramer, Kent Shirley
Kirkby. Albert Neuman Rock is an
ensign in the navy.
The commencement this year bears
semblance to that of the classes of
1861 and 1898. All three took place
shortly after the declaration of war.
Rev. Edward Scofield Travers, who
delivered the sermon at the open air
service Sunday, received his degree
in 1898 after enlisting in the army at
the outbreak of the Spanish-American war. Di:. John J. McCook of the
faculty was at college and enlisted
in the time of the Civil war.
Allen Northey Jones, who delivered
the salutatory, is the eighteenth optimus to graduate from Trinity College, and the first to receive this
honor since · 1911. The late Dr. Hart,
of Middletown, was the first to receive the honor of optimus at Trinity
in 1866.
Jones also received honors in general scholarship and mathematics.
He has been one of the most .active
members of the senior class and at
class day was voted as the man who
had done most for the college and
the class.
. Frank Lord Gray who received the
honorary degree of Master of Arts
is librarian of the Watkinson library
and director of the Wadsworth Atheneum.
Thomas Willing Balch, of Philadelphia, who received the honorary de•
gree Doctor of Letters, received the
degree of BacheTor of Arts in 1890 at
Harvard, and the degree of LL. B.
from the University of Pennsylvania
in 1895. He has practiced law in
Philadelphia since 1895. He is manager of the Children's Hospital in
Philadelphia, director of the Chesapeake & Delaware Canal Company,
collaborator of the Revue de Troit
International et de Legislation Comparee of Brussells. He is the author
of several books of a historical nature,
including "Some Facts About Alsace
and Lorraine," "The Alabama Arbitration." "The Artie and the Antartic Regions and the Law of Nations."
The Salutatory.
The salutatory delivered in Latin
by Allen Northey Jones, is as fol.)ows:
/
Praeses reverende ac honorande,
qui pro collegio studiose laboravisti
ut fundam.enta eius solidiora locarentur, tibi gratis maximas agen<, te
saluto.
Vos quoque salvete, curatores honorati ac socii, viri dignissimi, quorum
in manibus tutela salusque huius
academiae est posita.
Nunc ad vos, professores in artibus
et scientiis, me verto. Nostros passus ad hanc metam curriculi vestra
patientia et cura direxistis. "Vos
lene consilium et datis et dato gaudetis," viri doctissimi; sed mentes
nostrae saepius p;tr amoenos ludos
errant. Multum autem pronobis effecistis, et vobis gratis habemus. Salvete.
Alumni huiusce nostrae Academiae,
quorum in numero brevi futuri sumus;
gaudemus vos rediisse ut apud Almam Matrem Epulemini. Salvete.
V os quoque sodales in Academia,
qui nos sequentes in ordinem seniorem
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promoventur, salvere iubeo.
Sodales, dilecti, studiorum socii et
iudorum, ad finem cursus tanderr,
pervenimus ad quem per annos
quattuor contendimus et nunc officia
nova incepturi sumus. Vitam igitur
ingrediamur nobiscum gerentes es
quae hie acc.epimus hoc consilio ut
cives . utiles domi militacque simus.
Amici cari ac condiscipuli, vos saluto.
Cives Hartfordienses, quibus maximas gratias ob multas in nos benignitates et debemus et agimus, patres
honestissimi, matres carissimae, sorores, fratres, amici, denique puellae
pulchral, -immo
pulcherrimae- et
venustae, vos omnes hue . venisse
goudemus et vehementer laetamur.
·vos omn qui his adestis nunc saluto
The translation of this addre
as follows:
"Reverend and honored president,
you have labored for the college so
zealously in order that its foundations might be more firmly placed,
extending most gracious thanks to
you-! salute you.
"Greetings to you also most honored trustees and fellows, most
worthy men in whose hands the
care and safety of this college are
placed.
"Now to you professors in the arts
and sciences I turn. You have directed our steps to this goal of study
by your patience and care. You generously give advice and rejoice in the
giving, most worthy men· but our
minds always wander to pleasurable
sports. However, you have done
much for us and we extend to you
our thanks-greetings.
"Alumni of this college in whose
number we shall shortly be; we are
glad that you have returned to make
jolly with us-greetings.
"You also companions in college,
who are following us in order to become seniors-! greet you.
"Chosen friends, companions in our
studies and games, at last we have
come to the end of the course toward
which we have striven for four years
and now we are about to take up
new duties. Let us advance into life
bearing with u~ those things which
we have learnef here under this tutelage that we may be useful citizens
at home and in military life. Dear
friends and fellows students, I greet
you.
"Citizens of Hartford to whom we
owe and tender thanks because of
many kindnesses toward us, most
worthy fathers, most dear mothers,
sisters, brothers, friends, and last,
beautiful girls, we are glad and rejoice greatly that you all have come
here. I now greet all of you who
are present."
"Roosevelt and the War."
After the salutatory, Jones delivered an address on "Roosevelt and
the War." He spoke as folows:
"Theodore Roosevelt, the typical
American, is a man loved by .his
friends and respected by his enemies.
It is not my purpose this morning
to discuss politics nor to take up the
question of whether Roosevelt should
or should not be sent to France, but
rather let us consider his life and
character, and see how he exemplifies
those qualities which are so necessary to a complete, through, and victorious carrying on of the war.
"Roosevelt was born in 1858. He

was very weak and sickly as a boy
and only by his perseverance and outdoor life did he obtain his robust
strength and capacity for physical
and mental endurance. In 1881 he
was elected to the New York legislature and instituted many reforms
tending to do away with the graft
and crookedness in municipal governments in the state. Later as civil
service commissioner he made merit,
not pull, the basis for obtaining civil
equality of opportunity which is the
fair and right course. As president
of the New York police board he reorganized the police force, doing away
with graft.
"In 1897 he became assistant secretary of the navy. Long before this
he had been of assistance to the navy
for his history of the naval war of
1812 had stirred up enthusiasm and
the naval program of our country
had been increased. When he glot
into office he worked feverishly getting the navy into shape. Its efficiency was tested at Manila and Santiago.
"When the Spanish War was declared, following the principle of life
of strenuous life and service, Roosevelt together with Wood, raised the
'Rough Riders.' There were many
other men in the west who could have
done the same thing but the point is,
none of them did it. There is a great
deal of difference between talking
about things and doing them. This
is one of the big differences between
Roosevelt and most other men.
"As governor of New York, Roosevelt carried on his reform program securing much progressive legislation.
He then became vice president and on
McKinley's death, president. In 1904
he was elected president by the largest popular majority ever accorded
a president. It is but necessary to
mention several things he did as president. He was responsible for the
Panama canal, action on the national
resources, the upbuilding of th'e army
and navy, working for the peace
treaty between Japan and Russia, the
big stick and the square deal, social
and industrial justice, and altogether
making an old party progressive.
"Since then he has l'ed the active
life and his recent action concerning
the volunteer army shows that he is
a man who holds his life at his country's service.
"But all this recitation of his career is futile if it is a mere recitation. We must derive something
from it. Can we not clearly see him
as a man of high ideals, practical efficiency, courage, fearlessness and
untiring hard work, an aggressive,
. ardent, democratic individual, always
striving for his country. The love of
peace is common among weak, shortsighted men. We need some such enthusiam as he has, for enthusiasm
is needed to run a business, a wife, or
a war. Without a doubt it was his
enthusiasm which had much to do
with the fact, that although his division is not sailing, still transports
are leaving regularly for French battlefields. He is one of very few who
think clearly, and quickly with dauntless bravery and so accomplishes his
end. Such men of action we want.
It is not the time of the philosophizing dawdler. Action! Spend and be
spent. Little care for the individual,

but steadfas.tness of pur.pose with
aggressive work for the common
cause. Action! the watchword of the
true American.''
"The Moral Lesson of the War."
Dudley Scott Stark, delivered an
oration. "The Moral Lessons of the
War.'' He said in part:
"In every stupendous war the moral
issues are of paramount importance. ·
T~e belligerents seek always to establish the justice of their cause in
order that the responsibility may not
be laid at their door. Both the central powers and the allies since 1914
have been earnestly calling for a favorable verdict, even for the plaudits
of mankind-but with unlike degrees
of success. For the neutral world in
general h.as said, 'The central powers
are guilty.' Now let us determine
whether this verdict is just. Let us
impartially examine the facts in the
case from the moral standpoint.
"In that fatal August Austria began the war and justified her deed.
How did she justify it? Why, she
was fighting for self-preservation.
Now was the time to strike before·
the Slavs insid'e and out of her territory should revolt under Serbia and
destroy her. True perhaps, but why
should the Slavs war? Just because
the Slavs had been ruled in oppression
under the dual monarchy. Had Austria ruled by justice instead of force,
never would she have had to use
force in self-preservation.
Through
her own iniquity had she fallen into
danger.
"You remember the succeeding
events. Universal fear, mobilizations,
attempts to pacify the direct disorder. Proposals of mediation came
from Sir Edward Grey and from the
now obscured czar-Austria acquiesced. Germany said it was too late,
both she and Russia had mobilized.
She chose force and threw re~son to
the winds.
The whole government
re-echoed the boast of the Teutonic
chieftain, who spurned the Roman
peace, saying, 'War, why that is our
chief facility.' Then Belgium, after
guaranteeing the neutrality of this
fair land hi 1831, and again in 1870,
Germany deliber-ately :fureswore to
herself. Then she tri'ed to justify
herself. France had already crossed
the Belgian frontier; England had
planned to attack her through Belgium; and she had broken the treaty
because necessity knows no law. It
was an attack of self-preservation.
A pretty house of cards! In the first
place the charge against the French
is groundless and the Germans long
ago ceased taking it seriously themselves. It is true that England bad
formulated plans against Germany,
but this was done only with the cooperation of the Belgian officers in
case Belgium's neutrality should actually be violated. Again self preservation breaks down, for Germany
would not have had to exercise military necessity had she not refused
mediation and madly chose a policy
of blood and iron."
Mr. Stark then called brief attention to the atrocities which Germany
and her allies had committed in Belgium and the east and her numerous
violations of international law.
"Finally came the action of Germany which for neutrals was beyond
human endurance. In a word, the
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freedom of the seas, a foundation these values, and it will enlist in its
stone of modern progress, a dear heri- ranks men whose interests are in the
tage from by-gone generations, was world of diplomacy, the competition
to be sacrificed that the submarine for export and trade, the administration of colonial government, and the
might work its d·estruction.
"This has been a cheerless recital, making of laws. Christian ideals
but it tells one thing-the sin of Ger- will be embodied in all the ideals and
many. You must see the validity of institutions and customs of national
and international life, and then we
the neutral world's verdict.
"Thus far our cause has been just, can hope for a more secure future.
and we hope it will remain so. But,
"Democracy and the War."
in order that we fail not the right,
Arthur Pehr· Robert Wadlund of
we must be mindful of our present Hartford, who was appointed to deand future duties. We must look to liver the valedictory, was the last
the reconstruction. We must realize speaker. Before the valedictory he
the wisdom of the saying, 'In time of made an address on "Democracy and
war prepare for peace.' We must the War,'' speaking in part as fol-first see to it that those who have lows:
given their lives that this universe
"We, as Americans, are inherently
'under God might have a new birth interested in democracy, and thereof freedom have not died in vain.'
fore in its relation to this war, for
"We must endeavor to perfect a the United States was founded on
kind of international organization the fundamental doctrine of democwhich will make wars throughout the racy. And what is this doctrine? In
world to cease.
terms of statecraft it insists that the
"The Lesson of the War."
state exists for the individual. In
Joseph Anthony Racioppi delivered popular language the basic idea qf
an address on "The Lesson of the democracy is equality.
War.'' He said in part:
"In 1776 we fought to make this
"Athens at the ·height of her power principle the corner-stone of our conhad a state religion. The Greeks stitution, in 1865 we fought to preheld periodic revivals of religious con- serve it in our own country; in 1917
sciousness to quicken their faith in we undertake the far greater, the
what they regarded as the highest far graver, the far grander task of
moral values. Today the world is in preserving it for mankind, of spreadthe throes of a religious revival, and ing it to all the corners of the earth.
war is the force which is quickening To use the words of our most honits rel igious consciousness.
orable president, 'We shall fight"Everywhere, especially in the cen- for democracy, for the right of those
tral theatre of the armed conflict, who submit to authority to have a
men are acknowledging and accepting voice in their own government, for
a supreme God. From the soldiers the rights and liberties of small nain the t renches and the officers who tions, for . a universal dominion of
command them to the noncombatants right-as shall bring peace and safety
and those who hold the reins of gov- to all nations and make the world
ernment, there is a response. Skep- itself at last free.'
tics are laying aside their prejudice
"But let us pause a moment to see
and men hitherto indifferent to re- what has happened to democracy
ligion are finding their souls.
during these momentous three years.
"But though the religious impulse Before the war all the nations inwill endure, we are not so sure as to volved had national legislatures based
the quality of these religious beliefs, on popular representation, some to
springing up as a result of the pres- a greater degree than others. Neverent stimulation of spiritual life. The theless, when the pinch came, degoal of the world is 'one-ness with mocracy seemingly failed, for it did
God,' and we must not allow a relig- not do its duty. The facts stare us
• ;ion to develop whose doctrines do not boldly in the face and yet we would
conform to this ideal.
shun them because they are distaste"The one religion today teaching ful. The parliament of Great Britthe principles upon which a civiliza- ain, the reichst.ag· of Germany, the
tion aspiring to any degree of breadth · senate of France and the Russian
and permanence may be built is duma were in existence, ready to give
Christianity. It is not a man-made their wisdom toward the great dereligion. The source of it springs cisions that had to be made. Not
from a source superior to man. Its one of them was consulted until after
ideals sustains the common good. the war had broken .out.
Love of God, and love of man-these
"Again it seems that in the early
are its cardinal teachings.
stages of the war the representatives
"It ought to be our concern to sup- of the people were silent, whatever
press whatever is inconsistent with the form of government. This was
this religion and to encourage and undoubtedly true in the case of arispreserve only what promises most for tocracies. But was it true of democits manifestation in society-that is racies? We can hardly believe so
civilization.
when we recollect the inefficient runConserving Spiritual Resources.
ning, the wastefulness, the bungling,
"The war has stimulated the relig- and the delay which accompanied the
ious life of the world. Men's minds early activities of our allies. Democare open to conviction as never be- racy was not at fault, it merely learnfore. The suffering and horror of ed the lesson that as long as there is
the battlefield have revealed most any possible aristocracy in the world
forcefully that material gain is not democracy must be thoroughly able
worth the sacrifices of human life, to defend itself at a moment's notiee.
that man alone is not able to govern
"One other failing brought out by
the world, that a supreme God is need- the war. We remember with what
ed-and faith in the future is increas- ease billions of dollars were voted
ed. Let the Church take advantage upon with never so much as a sugof this opportunity, and emphasize gestion as to the destination and use
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of the money. Should we not marvel
when we know from our history that
the English parliament strove nearly
two centuries to acquire the control
of the purse! Though the charge be
true, we again defend democracy by
the example of our own government.
"With the .above and other facts
in mind, we may almost uncomsciously ask if the make-up of the
human mind is different in times of
war and times of peace. The answer
must needs be no. For if we note
the developments of the past few
months we see a notable example of
the use of democracy in Russia. Whatever the German influence may belet us hope that our entrance into the
war will cut it short-the democratic
form .o f government will surely prevail. It may be retarded but it is
sure to triumph. Let us even look
at Germany herself. Though selfprofessed to have the best · government, the smoothest running government in the world, we may be sure
the people of Germany are restless.
If not, why does the mighty Kaiser
offer reforms, and of his own freewill. That reforms are offered is beyond peradventure for the truth will
out though the iron-handed censor
seeks to prevent it. Surely we have
here an awakening of democratic
principles with a recognition of their
right, and perhaps might, in this case.
"Should Germany win, the victory
would indeed be a set-back for democracy, but we cannot see a permanent
aristocracy. Free education, which
all people demand and must be given
runs side by side with democratic
principles, each is explained in terms
of the other. But now that we are
involv.ed, however, it is our sacred
duty to prevent tl).is set-back.
"To force dem<l.c racy on the -Central
Powers after the war is out of the
question, because the human mind is
so constituted that any forced action
will be resented and rejected whether
for good or bad. We must, on the
contrary, show in a convincing way
that our form of government is best.
After all, government is a science and
science is international.
Meanwhile
misplaced admiration must not endanger democracy; the old principles
should be kept in mind, but useful
additions must not be overlooked for
as Aristotle said, 'It is not for what
is ancient but for what is useful that
we of sense ought to contend, and
whatever is distinguished by this
former quality cannot be expected to
possess much of the latter.'
"However optimistic we may be,
war seems to be hastening the downfall of aristocracy, while preservation
of democracy does justify war as has
just been proven by pouring out our
gold in superabundance, and will
prove shortly by pouring owt <lur
lif1e's blood on the battlefield of Europe with our co-patriots in the cause
we hold so dear in our hearts.''
The Valedictory.
The ninety-first valedictory was delivered by A. P. R. Wadlund. He
spoke as follows:
"Mr. President: As president and
professor we have during our four
years at Trinity learned to look up
to you in admiration. Your wise
counsel has kept us right when going
right, and set us right when we were

going wrong. At this time we think
of you particularly as a citizen and
to us you will always be a symbol of
the highest and undying patriotism.
It is with tlie dee'Pest regret and in
behalf of each member of the class
of 1917 that I bid you farewell.
"Professor Perkins: . When our esteemed president deemed it wise to
rest from his arduous academic duties, Trinity called upon you to take
his place. With untiring effort you
undertook the double duty of actingpresident and professor. Never did
you suffer Trinity's standards to be
lower.ed in any respect, but rather
did all in your power to raise them.
It is, indeed, with reluctance that I
bid you good-bye.
"Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees and the Board of Fellows: You
are always mindful particularly of the
improvements <lf our growing institution. ·You have done much during
our brief stay, and those we leave behind shall, we are confident, see even
more in the immediate f)lture. It is
with a feeling that we too would do
our bit that I bid you good-by.
"Gentlemen of the Faculty: Yours
was not the easiest task. It will be
years, indeed, before ·we realize fully
what you have done for us. With
persistent endeavor and unfailing encouragement you have taught us the
greatest of all lessons, that perseverance leads over mountain and valley to success. It is with a deep
sense of gratitude for all you have
done that I bid you farewelL
"Citizens of Hartford: To a Trinity
man Hartford must mean much. As
freshmen we were welcomed with open
arms, and with appreciation and gratitude we have enjoyed your family
and social life. With memories of
Trinity we are bound to link memories of Hartford, and these memories,
I assure you, are pleasant ones. In
behalf of the class of 1917 I take this
opportunity to thank you and say
good-bye.
"My Brethern of the Undergraduate Body: In rapid succession your
classes will come to our place. It is
your duty to undertake all obligations
with .a full understanding of their significance. Take care that you do not
lower the high ideals of our Alma
Mater, doing nothing of which, as a
Trinity man, you would be ashamed.
Remember, too, Hartford expects
much of you, for she does much for
you. With this parting admonition
I bid you farewell.
"My Classmates: At last we have
reached th e goal of our scholastic
training. It is with joy intermingled
with sorrow that we now stand on the
threshold of endeavor. Our endeavors will lead us into many fields of
usefulness, but profiting by former
mistakes and remembering that perseverance leads to success, let our
common aim be good citizenship. Let
us remember that an accomplishment
by one is not only a cr.e dit to our
class and college, but also to our community and country.
"By decree of the fates we are in
a unique position. I need hardly
mention that we are not gathered
here in .full strength today, for some
have already left to serve the higher
call of our country. Still others will
soon be leaving and not long hence
others. If however, we keep in mind
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our class motto, 'To fight for native
land'-as well as the greater motto
of Trinity, 'Pro Ecclesia ~t Patria'we may be sure that the world will
say, 'There gO'es a man.' Duty now
calls, my classmates, and so with no
less confidence in the future than
regret, I bid you farewell."
Honors and Prizes.
The honors and prizes for the year
1917 were then announced. The honor men in the class of 1917 were Allen N. Jones of Perth Amboy, N. J.,
salutatorian, and Arthur P. R. Wadlund of Hartford, valedictorian.
The other prizes that were award~ed in the order of their foundation
were:
The . Chemical Prizes-First prize,
not awarded; second prize, $20, Gustavus R. Perkins.
Tuttle Prize Essay, $20-John E.
Bierck, Subject, "The Life and Influence of Charles Kingsley." Committee of award, Francis Parsons of
Hartford.
Goodwin Greek ·Prizes, $35 and $25
-Not awarded.
Prizes in History and Political Science-First prize, $25, Abraham M.
Silverman, second prize, $15, John E .
Bierck, Subject, "The Arbitration of
Labor Disputes."
Committee of
award, Professor James Walter Crook
of Amherst College.
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition-First prize, $25, John E.
Bierck, second prize, $20, Martin B.
Robertson, third prize, $15, Melville
Shulthiess, honorable mention, Albert
J . Haase. Committee of award, Henry Spackman Pancoast, L. H. D., of
Philadelphia, Pa.
The Frank W. Whitlock PrizesFirst prize, $30, Martin B. Robertson,
second prize, $20, Melville Shulthiess.
Committee of award, Colonel W. E. A.
Bulkeley, A. M. Hitchcock, and Frank
0. Jones, all of Hartford.
The Douglas Prize, $50-John E.
Bierck, Subject "Secret Diplomacy :
Its Advantages and Disadvantages in
the Light of History." Committee of
award, Charles E: Gross of Hartford.
The F. A. Brown Prize of $75 was
awarded to Dudley Scott Stark.
The holders of fellowships and
scholarships which were announced
were :
The H. E . Russell Fellowship, $500
for Two Years-Robert B. O'Connor
of Flushing, N. Y.
The Mary A. Terry Fellowship,
$600-Arthur P. R. W adlund of Hartford.
The Lemuel J. Curtis Scholarship,
$300-Charles J . Muller of New York.
The Daniel Goodwin and Hoadley
Scholarships, $65 Each-Arthur P. R.
Wadlund of Hartford, Melville Shulthiess of Hartford, Frederick G. Vogel of Hartford and Benjamin Levin
of Hartford.
The Charles F. Daniels Scholarship,
$300-Henry W. Valentine of Hartford.
The Holland Scholarship, $600 Each
-Arthur P. R. Wadlund, Abraham
M. Silverman and Evald L. Skau, all
of Hartford.
The Mears Scholarship, $300-Allen
N. Jones of Perth Amboy, N. J .
The Dwight
Whitfield
Pardee
Scholarship, $200-Melville Shulthiess
of Hartford.
The Toucey Scholarships, $200 Each
-Dudley S. Stark of Scranton, Pa.;

Paul S. Parsons of Phillipsdale, R. 1.;
Leslie W. Hodder of Irvington~-on
th&-Hudson, N. Y.
The Mary Howard Williams Scholarship-Ca:Ieb A. Harding of Hartford.
The Holland Scholarships for the
year 1917-18 were awarded as follows:
In the senior class, to Abraham Silverman of Hartford.
In the junior class, to Evald L.
Skau of Hartford.
In the sophomore class, to Caleb A ..
Harding of Hartford.
Degrees Conferred.
The degree of bachelor. of arts,
was conferred upon Theron B. Clement of Sunbury, Pa., with honors in
philosophy; Allen N. Jones of Perth
Amboy, N. J., optimus, salutatorian,
with honors in general scholarship
and mathematics; Guy M. Baldwin of'
Williamsport, Pa.; James M. L. Cooley of Cincinnati, 0 .; Stanley A. Dennis, jr., of Arlington, N. J.; James B.
Erwin, Colonel U. S. A., (as of the
class of 1876); Solomon J. Davidson
Fendell of New York; John S. Gummere of Trenton, N. J.; Frank L.
Johnson of Newtown; Kent S. Kirk- · by of Essex Fells, N . .J.; John M. Parker of Hartford; Joseph A. Racioppi
of New York; Harold E. Raftery of
Portland; Dudley S. Stark of Scranton, Pa.; George D. Storrs of New
Britain.
The degree of bachelor of science
was conferred upon Morris Dworski
of Hartford, with honors in biology;
Arthur P. R. Wadlund of Hartford
valedictorian, with honors in generai
scholarship, in civil engineering, in
mathematics, and physics; John E .
Bierck of Flushing, N. Y.; Warren M.
Creamer of Wiliamsport, Pa.; Harry
Dworski of Hartford; Paul E. Fenton of Thomaston; John Edwin Griffith, jr., of Hartford; William Hasburg of New Britain; Sidney R. Hungerford of New Britain; John F. Lang
of New York; Drummond W. Little
of Hartford; William W . Macrum of
Oakmont, Pa.; Courtenay Page of
New York; John H. Pratt, jr., of New
York; Arthur Rabinovitz of Stafford
Springs; Albert Neuman Rock of
New York; Einer Sather of Litchfield,
MiJ¥1.; Charles L. Schlier of Waterbury; Harry Schwolsky of Hartford;
Charles B. Spofford, jr., of Claremont,
N. H.; Ralph W. Storrs of Hartford;
Harry D. Williamson of Uncasville·
William N. Wilson of Hartford; Char~
les A. Wooster of Tariffville.
The degree of master of arts was
conferred on Ralph H . Bent of New
York of the class of 1915; Naaman
Cohen of the class of 1913 of Hartford; Kuruvilla Kuruvilla, a graduate of Madras University, India; Donald C. McCarthy of the class of 1916of Hartford; J. G. Neafie Mitchell of
the class of 1916 of Williamsport, Pa.
The degree of master of science
was conf<erred upon Lewis G. Harriman of the class of 1909 of New York;
Robert S. Morris of the class of 1916
of Hartford; Harry Wessels of New
Britain, of the class of 1912.
The honorary degree of doctor of
laws was conferred on Morgan G.
Bulkeley.
The honorary degree of master ·of
arts was conferred upon Frank Butler Gay of Hartford. Thomas W.
Balch of Philadelphia, received the
honorary degree of doctor of letters.
The degree of doctor of divinity, honoris causa, was conferred in absentia
on the Rev. John Bakewell of Oakland.
Cal.
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>General Theological Seminary
Chelsea Square, New York.
The ne:rt Academic Year will beiln on the last
Wednesday in September.
- Special Studeata admitted and Graduate Course
-for Graduates of other Theological Seminariea.
The requirement& for admiasion and other parti.-Jara can be bad from.
APPLY TO THE DEAN.

Fidelity Trust Co.
•6 PEARL ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
We do general Banking as well as
.all kinds of Trust business. We solicit accounts from College Organiza-tions and Individuals.
Let us do your Banking for you.
F. L. WILCOX, Pres't. (Trinity, '80).
LOOMIS A. NEWTON, Secretary.
T. A. SHANNON, Ass't Sec'y.

Welcome, Freshman, 1920
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HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
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LIBRARY contains about 80,000 volumes and the more important periodicals. a
Open daily for consultation and study.
THE LABORATORIES- Physical, Chemical, Biological, and Psychological,
tl
are fully equipped with modern apparatus for work in these departments.
t1 ATTENTION is given to work in preparation for Electrical Engineering, Civil a
t1
Engineering, Industrial Chemistry, and for admission to Medical and Law Schools. t1
t1 EXTENSIVE COURSES are offered for study in Mathematics, Ancient Languages, a
0tl
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Modern Languages, Economics, History, Ethics, and Philosophy.
.
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I1 A large list of valuable scholarships and prizes may be found in the Annual Catalogue. t(
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For Catalogues and Information address the President
or the Secretary of the Faculty.
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GIFTS TO TRINITY.

Barber Shop

Three Bequests Are Announced at
Annual Luncheon for Trustees
and Alumni.

OTTO BRINK
CALHOUN SHOW PRINT
DIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietors
POSTERS, PLACARDS,
BIG TYPE PRINTERS.

Also CALHOUN PRESS- Quality Job Printers
356 Asylum Street, Hartford.

Connecticut Trust and
Safe Deposit Company
Comer MaiD and P•rl Sta., Hartford, CoDD.

Transacts a General Banking Business.
Authorized to act as Executor, Administrator, Trustee, or Guardian.
Safe Deposit Boxes.
Capital $750,000 Surplus $750,000

BARBER SHOP

Henry Antz
27 PEARL ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
THE LEATHER SHOP.
Established 1812.

H. F. CORNING & CO.
TRUNKS, BAGS, SUIT CASES AND
FINE LEATHER GOODS,
13 Asylum Street,
Hartford, Conn.
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996 BROAD STREET.
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CAPITALIZE YOUR VALUE!

The college man is above
the average as a potentially
valuable economic unit.

I

Three bequests to Trinity College
were announced by President Flavel
S. Luther at the annual luncheon for
the trustees and alumni in the college
gymnasium Saturday afternoon at
1 o'clock. Mrs. George A. Jarvis of
Brooklyn left $20,000 to the college.
There was a bequest of $4,000 by the
Rev. Dr. Horace B. Hitchings of the
class of 1854 and a bequest by Miss
Pardee of Hartford. The amount of
the last bequest is not yet known and
will be announced at the settlement of
the giver's estate.
President Jacob H. Greene of the
Alumni Association was toastmaster
at the luncheon. He introduced as
the speakers Thomas Willing Balch
of Philadelphia, who received the honorary degree of doctor of letters at
the commencement exercises in the
morning and Colonel Robert Brailsford Erwin of the Seventh United
States Cavalry.
Colonel Erwin received the degree of bachelor of arts
as of the class of 1876. He was at
one time a member of the class of
1876 at Trinity, but left college to enter West Point. He has been with
the army since his graduation from
the military academy and was with
General Pershing in M<exico.
The Hon. Morgan G. Bulkeley, who
received the degree of doctor of laws
at commencement, was also introduced as a speaker. He expressed his
appreciation of the honor that Trinity had conferred upon him.
The Rev. Gerald Cunningham was

introduced by Toastmaster Greene.
Theron Ball Clement of Sunbury, Pa.,
spoke for the class of 1917, and presented the college with his life insurance polici<!s that the mebibers
of the class had taken out in pairs
with the college named as beneficiary.
He told of the custom instituted by
the class of 1916 in taking out insurance for the college.

PRINTING

UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA
YEAR-BOOK DEDICATED TO
TRINITY ALUMNUS.

Make a Specialty of the better
classes of work.

''The Pennsylvania Record," the
year ·book gotten out by undergraduates of the University of Pennsylvania is dedicated to Dr. C. G. Childs,
professor of English at that university, and a graduate of Trinity College, class 1886.

SENIOR ASSEMBLY.
Social Function ends Commencement
Activities.

Monotype Composition
for the Trade.

284 ASYLUM STREET.
PIUNTKRS OF THE TRIPOD

The senior assembly held in Alumni
Hall on last Monday night brought
to a close the ninety-first Commencement Week. Dancing started at
9:30 and continued until 5 o'clock
Tuesday morning.

FINAL A. A. ELECTIONS.
As a result of the annual athletic
association elleetions, Paul H. Alling,
'19, was elected secretary and treasurer, and K. K. Walker, '20, and D.
E. Puffer, '20, were elected assistant
baseball managers.

The Correct Writing Paper
ManufactKred br

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Cornell University Medical College
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
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ADMITS graduates of Trinity College, presenting the required Physics, Chemistry
and Biology.
INSTRUCTION by laboratory methods throughout the course. Small sections
facilitate personal contact of student and instructor.
GRADUATE COURSES leading to A.M. and Ph.D. also offered under direction
of the Graduate School of Cornell University.
Applications for Admission are preferably made not later than June.
Next Session Opens September 26, 1917.
For Information and Catalogue, address THE DEAN,
Box 438.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE,
First Avenue ·and 28th Street, New York City.

PAUL M. BUTTERWORTH
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
Room 411, Hartford-Aetna Buildiq
Hartford, Connecticut.

Olds & Whipple
Ranges and Heating Stoves
Our Leader is "The Richmond."
THE RANGE THAT BAKES.
154-166-168 STATE ST., HARTFORD
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BACCALAUREATE SERMON.
(Continued from page 5.)
that we have been in the world a long
time and have come a long way. It
was more difficult to account for the
many failures of conventional Christianity when we supposed that we
dated from B. C. 4004. Now that
we understand more clearly, realize
more fully, the age-l'ong story of
man's rise from lower life to higher
life, perhaps we may see that, after
all, too much must not be expected
of the first two thousand years of
Christianity. More especially if we
have largely misunderstood and misrepresented Christ's teaching.
And think of this also. If religion
did not prevent war yet war seems to
be revealing religion. All agree that
in the trenches is born a new spirit
of reverence, piety, Godliness.
As that which is foul and offensive
ensures the growth of vegetation
beautiful and good, so out of slaughter and suffering, out of all the horrid
hellishness of th1r great struggle
emerge fair flowers of faith and holiness, and sprouts the tree of life
whereof the leaves are for the healing of the nations. It is this new
old religion, taught to all the children, that shall finally bring the peace
of God."

If this advertisement
were a mile square,
jammed with wordsIt wouldn•t he-it couldn't be-half so
convincing as smoking a Murad.

Men of nineteen-seventeen:
Your lot is cast in a wealthy place
and your feet are set in a large room.
By this I mean that to you are granted opportunities of a greatness and
splendor exceeding those offered to
any recent generation. I need not
· speak of the clouds that beset your
initiation into full responsibility. The
vacant places, the call which many
of you await, the high resolve in
every heart not ·t o be found wanting
in the hour of the country's need,
these testify. You know the proud
record of Alma Mater's sons in war
and you, I know, will add to its glory.
Many of you, perhaps most of you,
putting aside the books will take up
the sword. God preserve you, make
you chaste and strong, brave, and
gentle, pure and obedienjl;, as you
struggle manfully for what we deem
to be right, just, and honorable. .May
you be spared alive; or, if that is not
to be, may the trumpets sound for
you on the other side, as they sounded when Mr. Valiant for Truth passed on to his reward. The finest
thing said on registration day was
the answer of a young man when
asked if any one was dependent on
him. "Yes," he replied, "My Country." Do not forget this. I know
you will not forget it.
But, after all, it is of the time

The Long Island College Hospital.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.

fOUR year medical course for theM. D. deiJ"ee. Two

years of colleae work required for entrance. Excep.
tiona! clinical, hospital and laboratory facaities. Laraeot
College Hospital and endowed dispensary . in the United
!tat... Uausual opportunities in llfe&ter New York. For
.,.rticula!'$, write to Otto von Huffman,_ M.D., Sea.Aon ol Faculty. Heat7 ....1 A..U., St.., l:irooklya, N. Y.

after the war that we must also
think. You are to make the new
earth wherein is righteousness to
dwell. Forget the sordid lust of gain,
the gross appetite for luxury, the
selfish ignorance of realities, the re-

fusal to acknowledge human brotherhood, the turning away from Christ,
which have so marred the world in
which has been passed your earliest
youth. Build up a new and better
world, make real the dream of saints

and prophets, help forward the new
earth of the Apostle's vision, and then
the new heavens shall appear radiant
with such shining stars that darkness must flee and night and day be
both alike.

